Study on Connection between Kind of Vibration and Influence of Ground for Leg Typed Rovers
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Abstract—Surveys of the moon and Mars are important missions in space exploration. The rovers which are exploration robots moving on the ground work in these missions. They achieved significant results in these missions. In recent years, the leg typed rovers are focused on as an exploring rover with high running performance. However, it is difficult to walk on the loose ground for the leg typed rovers. The surface of the loose ground is easy to destroy at motion of its legs. Destroying behavior at motion of leg which is contacting on the surface means that the rovers are easy to occur slip. We previously proposed the walking method which reduces slip distance on the loose ground for leg typed rover. Our study group considered that traction of the leg typed rovers is passive earth pressure given to the leg. The proposed walking method used changes of the ground when giving vibration. Passive earth pressure given to the leg is increased by changes of the ground when giving vibration. Furthermore, some experiments using a testbed to walk on the loose ground were carried out. In experimental results, the displacement of proposed walking with vibration became long compared with the one without vibration. From previous experimental results, we could get knowledge that the method using vibration was very effective for the leg typed rovers. However, the relationship between the parameters of vibration and the influence of the ground is not still understood. Vibration has the parameters of frequency, amplitude and acceleration. It is considered that influence of the ground when giving vibration is changed by changing the parameters of vibration. If this relationship is understood, suitable vibration can be selected for the proposed walking method. In this study, the effects which are given by vibration to the ground are confirmed from experiment using a few kinds of vibration. Measurement contents are density of ground and passive earth pressure. Vibration parameter to change are frequency, amplitude and acceleration. In experimental results, these parameters of vibration were large, density of ground and passive earth pressure were increased.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surveys of the moon and Mars are important missions in space exploration. Knowing the atmosphere and internal structure of them makes it possible to elucidate the origin of the solar system. In addition, if traces of water and organic matter are discovered, they lead to the discovery of life. The rovers which are exploration robots moving on the ground work in these exploration missions. They achieved significant results in these missions [1][2]. The rovers which were used in these exploration missions are vehicle typed robots with wheels [3]. However, these rovers have the problem of low movement performance on the rough terrain and the loose ground [4]. Some rovers with moving mechanism except wheels are developed in order to improve the movement performance. In recent years, the rovers with leg mechanism are focused on as an exploration rover with high movement performance [5][6][7]. The leg typed rovers have high movement performance on the rough terrain consisted of steps and rocks. However, the leg typed rovers must move not only on steps and rocks but also on the loose ground. The grounds of Mars and the moon are covered with loose soil called regolith. So, study of walking on the loose ground is important for development of the leg typed rovers. The surface of the loose ground is easy to destroy at motion of its legs. Destroying behavior at motion of leg which is contacting on the surface means that the rovers are easy to occur slip. Therefore, the leg typed rovers must mount the methods to reduce slip distance on the loose ground.

We previously proposed walking method which prevents from slip on the loose ground for leg typed rover [8][9][10]. Our study group considered that traction of the leg typed rovers is passive earth pressure given to the leg. The proposed walking method used changes of the ground when giving vibration. Passive earth pressure given to the leg is increased by changes of the ground when giving vibration. The changes of the ground when giving vibration are two points. First point is increasing density of the ground by giving vibration. Density of the ground is increased when giving vibration to the ground because the ground is compacted by vibration. By increasing
density of the ground, the ground becomes hard to collapse. Second point is increasing sinkage of the leg to the ground. Shear strength of the ground is decreased because particles of the ground move when giving vibration to the ground. Subsidence of the leg is increased by decreasing shear strength of the ground. In Rankin’s passive earth pressure, as density of the ground and subsidence of the leg to the ground are increased, passive earth pressure is increased. These changes of the ground when giving vibration were confirmed from experimental results of previous study [10]. Furthermore, some experiments using a testbed to walk on the loose ground were carried out. In experimental results, the displacement of proposed walking with vibration became long compared with the one without vibration. From previous experimental results, we could get knowledge that the method using vibration was very effective for the leg typed rovers.

However, the relationship between the parameters of vibration and the influence of the ground is not still understood. Vibration has the parameters of frequency, amplitude and acceleration. It is considered that influence of the ground when giving vibration is changed by changing the parameters of vibration. If this relationship is understood, suitable vibration can be selected for the proposed walking method. In this study, the influence which are given by vibration to the ground are confirmed from experiment whose parameters of vibration are changed. Measurement contents are density of ground and passive earth pressure. Parameters of vibration to change are frequency, amplitude and acceleration.

II. WALKING METHOD USED VIBRATION

In this chapter, mechanism of walking method used vibration which is proposed by our study group is explained. In addition, how to use changes of the ground when giving vibration in proposed walking method is explained. Moreover, we choose changes of the ground when giving vibration to confirm in the experiment whose parameters of vibration are changed.

Fig. 1 shows the force that the leg of the rover gives to the ground on the slope. On the slope, the leg of the rover gives the ground shear force in down slope direction. As angle of slope is increased, shear force given to the ground is increased. Passive earth pressure is force just before the ground is broken when pushing ground. Passive earth pressure is shown in Fig. 2. If force that the leg gives to the ground does not exceed passive earth pressure when the leg typed rover walks, the leg typed rover can walk without slip. Therefore, the method to increase passive earth pressure was proposed to reduce slip distance. Passive earth pressure model is explained. In this study, Rankin’s theory of passive earth pressure is used. Rankin’s passive earth pressure is expressed by Equation (1) [11]. Additionally, illustration of passive earth pressure is shown in Fig. 3.

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} r H^2 \tan^2 \left(45^\circ + \frac{\varphi}{2} \right) \]  

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} \rho g H^2 \tan^2 \left(45^\circ + \frac{\varphi}{2} \right) \]  

\[ r = \rho g \]  

H is subsidence of the leg to the ground. \( \varphi \) is angle of internal friction. \( r \) is unit volume weight of the ground and calculated from Equation (2).

\( \rho \) is density of ground. \( g \) is gravitational acceleration. In Equation (1) and Equation (2), As density of the ground is increased, passive earth pressure is increased. Density of ground is increased when giving vibration to ground because the ground is compacted by vibration. In previous study, the method to increase density of ground using vibration was proposed. Therefore, slip distance of leg typed rover is reduced because passive earth pressure is increased by increasing density of ground.

Next, mechanism of walking method used vibration is explained in detail. Fig. 4 shows timing to vibrate the leg. First, the leg raises and moves forward, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Next, the leg is vibrating when the leg is lowering, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Finally, vibration stops when the leg finished lowering, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). This motion makes that density of the ground and passive earth pressure are increased. Actually, increasing density of the ground and passive earth pressure is confirmed by giving and stopping vibration in previous study [10]. Therefore, changes density of the ground and passive earth pressure by giving and stopping vibration are important for proposed walking method used vibration. In this study, changes density of the ground and passive earth pressure are confirmed from experiment whose parameters of vibration are changed.

Figure 1. Force that leg gives to ground on slope

Figure 2. Pressure vs shear displacement

Figure 3. Rankin’s passive earth pressure model
In this chapter, the experimental method and the result of density measurement experiment are reported. Measuring method of density is explained. Fig. 5 shows the graph about shear displacement vs shear strength in shear test. The graph like Fig. 5 is shown when single shear test or vane shear test are carried out [12] [13]. Value of this peak is changed by condition of the ground density. Value of the peak is high when density of the ground is high. On the other hand, value of the peak is low when density of the ground is low. Therefore, as density of the ground is increased, value of the peak is high.

In this experiment, a relationship between density of the ground and value of the peak in shear test is confirmed at first. Next, density of the ground is measured by measuring value of the peak using vane shear tester when vibration gives to the ground. This experiment is carried out using some vibrations which are different in frequency and amplitude to confirm a relationship between parameter of vibration and the influence of the ground.

A. Confirming a Relationship between Density of the Ground and Value of the Peak in Shear Test

In this section, a relationship between density of the ground and value of the peak in vane shear test is confirmed by the measuring experiment. Content of this measuring experiment and the result are reported.

In this measuring experiment, condition of the ground with different density is prepared. Moreover, value of the peak is measured using vane shear tester in the ground with different density. How to change density of the ground is referred by test method for minimum and maximum densities of sands [14]. Fig. 6 shows these tools using in this measuring experiment. These tools are mold, hammer and knife. First, the mold is entered the sand. The sand is Silica No. 5. The sand which enters the mold is divided into ten equal parts. Side of the mold is hit using hammer from various directions every time part of the sand enters the mold. Next, the knife is set on top of the mold. The sand that protrudes from the mold is removed by the knife. Finally, vane shear tester is filled 2cm in the ground and measures value of the peak. Measurement point is center of the mold. Number of hits is changed to change density of the ground. These numbers of hits every time part of the sand enters the mold are 100 times, 20 times, 10 times, 8 times, 6 times, 4 times, 2 times and 0 times. The number of trials is 10 times. The measuring experiment when number of hit is 0 times is referred by test method for minimum density of sand and uses the funnel to enter the sand in the mold.

Fig. 7 shows the result of the measuring experiment. The graph of Fig. 7 shows plot between density of the ground and value of the peak and the linear approximation which is calculated by least squares. The linear approximation is expressed by Equation (3).

\[ \rho = 0.16\sigma + 1.34 \]  

\( \rho [g/cm^3] \) is density of the ground. \( \sigma [cN \cdot m] \) is value of the peak in vane shear test. The correlation coefficient of this linear approximation is 0.91. Therefore, high correlation was confirmed. In this result, it was confirmed that a relationship between density of the ground and value of the peak in vane shear test is linear.
B. Measuring Density Experiment

Flow of experiment is explained. Fig. 8 shows environment of measuring density experiment. Environment of this experiment is consisted of the ground, the rod, the vibration generator and the vane shear tester. First, the ground is mixed and flattened. The rod is filled 5cm in the ground. Fig. 9 shows size of the rod. Next, the vibration generator vibrates for 30 seconds. The vibrations are 5 kinds. These vibrations are different in frequency and amplitude. Table I shows kinds of using vibration. Finally, vane shear tester is filled 2cm in the ground and measures peak value of shear strength. Measurements are done after stopping vibration. The number of trials is 30 times. Fig. 10 shows measurement point. Table II shows condition of this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>0Hz</td>
<td>0mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>10Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.4</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.5</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>2mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.6</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>3mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Results and Discussion

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show peak value of shear strength in row 2 because similar results were obtained in the 4 lows of Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows peak value of shear strength using vibrations which different in frequency and the same as amplitude. In Fig. 11, as frequency of vibration is high, peak value is increased. Fig. 12 shows peak value of shear strength using vibrations which different in amplitude the same as frequency. In Fig. 12, as amplitude of vibration is high, peak value is increased.

Peak value of shear strength arranged in acceleration of vibration. Acceleration of vibration is calculated from Equation (4).

\[ A = (2\pi f)^2 D \quad (4) \]

A is acceleration of vibration. f is frequency. D is amplitude. Fig. 13 shows peak value of shear strength using all vibrations. In Fig. 13, as acceleration of vibration is high, peak value is increased. In Equation (4), as frequency and amplitude of the vibration are increased, acceleration is increased. Therefore, increasing peak value of shear strength by increasing acceleration because acceleration is increased by increasing frequency and amplitude. However, only peak value of shear strength using vibration (frequency: 50Hz, amplitude: 1mm, acceleration: 98.60m/s²) was lower than one using vibration (frequency: 30Hz, amplitude: 2mm, acceleration: 70.99m/s²).

As this experimental result, the ground is affected by vibration in all direction because increasing of peak value was occurred at each angle. Moreover, as the measurement point was away from the vibration generator, as peak value was decreased. As parameters of vibration (frequency, amplitude and acceleration) were large, as distance which is propagated vibration was long.
The traction experiment is conducted to confirm the relationship between the parameters of vibration and the value of passive earth pressure. In this chapter, the experimental method and the result of traction experiment are reported.

A. Traction Experiment

Fig. 14 shows environment of traction experiment. Environment of this experiment is consisted of the ground and the leg part. Fig. 15 shows overview of the leg part. The leg part is consisted of the rod, the force sensor and the vibration generator. The shape of the rod is the same as the rod shown in Fig. 9. Next, flow of this experiment is explained. First, the ground is mixed and flattened. The rod is filled 5 cm in the ground. Next, the vibration generator vibrates for 30 seconds. The vibrations are 5 kinds. The vibrations are the same as the vibrations shown in Table I. The rod is tracked after stopping vibration. The force sensor receives value of passive earth pressure. Speed of moving the rod is 0.13 mm/s. The number of trials is 30 times. Fig. 16 shows flow of this experiment. Table III shows condition of this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Condition (value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement contents</td>
<td>Measuring passive earth pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinkage of rod to ground</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traction time</td>
<td>30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traction time</td>
<td>500 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind of sand</td>
<td>Silica No.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results and Discussion

Fig. 17 to Fig. 22 show the graph about distance vs traction force. In these graphs, peak was seen at the start of towing. Moreover, the force that the rod receives from the ground finally became steady. The value of this peak is force just before the ground slips and related to passive earth pressure. The value of peak differs depending on kind of vibration.

Fig. 23 shows graph comparing passive earth pressure at vibrations which is different in frequency and the same magnitude. The peak values are different depending on kind of vibration.
as amplitude. From Fig. 23, as frequency of vibration was high, passive earth pressure was increased. Fig. 24 shows graph comparing passive earth pressure at vibrations which is different in amplitude and the same as frequency. From Fig. 24, as amplitude of vibration was high, passive earth pressure was increased.

In Fig. 25, passive earth pressure arranged in acceleration of vibration. In Fig. 25, as acceleration of vibration was high, passive earth pressure was increased. However, only passive earth pressure using vibration (frequency: 50Hz, amplitude: 1mm, acceleration: 98.60m/s²) was lower than one using vibration (frequency: 30Hz, amplitude: 2mm, acceleration: 70.99m/s²). In this result, relationship between the acceleration of vibration and the value of passive earth pressure correspond with relationship between the acceleration of vibration and the value of density.

Increasing passive earth pressure is high when acceleration of vibration is low. However, as acceleration of vibration is increased, increasing passive earth pressure is reduced. Therefore, it is expected that increasing passive earth pressure finally become steady. In Rankin’s passive earth pressure model, passive earth pressure is obtained from triangle surrounded by point A, B and C in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is considered that increasing passive earth pressure stops when propagation of vibration exceeds triangle surrounded by point A, B and C. Moreover, increasing density of ground has limit because value of density can’t exceed maximum density. From above, it is considered that increasing passive earth pressure by giving vibration has limit. Moreover, it is predicted that suitable vibration to increase passive earth pressure can be existed.

Figure 17. Distance vs traction force (No vibration)

Figure 18. Distance vs traction force (Freq. : 10Hz, Amp. : 1mm)

Figure 19. Distance vs traction force (Freq. : 30Hz, Amp. : 1mm)

Figure 20. Distance vs traction force (Freq. : 50Hz, Amp. : 1mm)

Figure 21. Distance vs traction force (Freq. : 30Hz, Amp. : 2mm)

Figure 22. Distance vs traction force (Freq. : 30Hz, Amp. : 3mm)

Figure 23. Vibration vs peak value (Comparison: Freq.)
As parameters of vibration (frequency, amplitude and acceleration) are large, as distance which propagated vibration is long

(3) As parameters of vibration (frequency, amplitude and acceleration) are large, passive earth pressure is increased

(4) relationship between the acceleration of vibration and the value of passive earth pressure corresponds with relationship between the acceleration of vibration and the value of density

We considered that feature (1) to feature (3) was confirmed because vibration whose parameters are large can move violently particles of the ground. Trend of increasing and decreasing density corresponded with trend of increasing and decreasing passive earth pressure when parameters of vibration were changed. In this result, feature (4) was confirmed. We could get knowledge that frequency, amplitude and acceleration are important parameters for changes of the ground when giving vibration. Moreover, it is predicted that suitable vibration to increase passive earth pressure can be existed because

it is considered that increasing passive earth pressure by giving vibration has limit.

In the further study, the experiments will be carried out using the vibration whose value of parameters is selected widely. Further, relationship between kind of vibration and the influence of the ground will be confirmed in detail.
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